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The Polity Senate resolution supports
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Statesmen Editorin-Chef

The Polity Senate passed a resolution last night supporting the Amercian troops stationed in the Persian Gulf and
the military action taken by President George Bush against
Iraq.

Senate votes 17-11 in favor of Senator Paul Miller's resolution at ast night's meeting.
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EARN $1,100 A MONTH

WHILE STILL IN SCHOOL

IF YOU LIKE ACTION,
YOU'LL LOVE MAJOR
INDOOR LACROSSE!

BACCAIAUREATE DEGREE COMPLETION PROGRAM

THE 1991 NEW YORK SAINrS ARE
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NEW YORK SAINTS

Fri., Feb. 1, I"91
VS Pittsburgh Bulls
8:00pm
Fri., Feb. 15, 1991
VS Baltimore Thunder
8:00pm
Sun., Feb. 24, 1l9
VS New England Blazers 2:00pm
Fri., Mar. 8, 1991
VS Detroit Turbos
8:00pm
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- The Navy offers you the opportunity to complete Vour degree while
receiving as much as $1,100 a month. There are no special classes to attend.
You will not be required to wear a uniform or attend drills \Y ,1nm"st StavN Hi
school and keep vour grades high. Upon obtaining your ha, s ¢ l > s,. Yvu willD commissionea an ensign
in the United States Navy Nurse
Corps earning good pay, 30 days of
paid vacation each year and other
benefits that are hard to match
anywhere.
Eligibility requirements are
stringent. Only the best applicants
will be accepted. To qualify you must:
be a sophomore, junior or senior
*
enrolled in or accepted to an NLN
accredited school of nursing leading
to a B.S. degree in nursing.
*have a minimum GPA of 3.0.
* be at least 18 but not yet 35 years
of age at the time of graduation and
commissioning.
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Statesman/Christopher Red

By a vote of 17-11, the Senate approved a resolution
drafted by Senator Paul Miller that reads: " ... we the
students of the State University of New York at Stony Brook
and the Student Polity Assocation supports the troops fighting in the Persian Gulf and we support the actions taken by
President Bush, the United Nations and Coalition Forces."
The resolution reasoned that Saddam Hussein violated
Kuwait's territorial sovereignty with his Aug. 2 invasion and
that sanctions imposed on Iraq were given enough time to
work.
The vote nullified an anti-war resolution written and
approved by the Student Association of the State University, which condemns the actions of the United States
government in the war, citing a prediction of "extremely
high" casualties and a $1 billion-a-day price tag.
But some senators maintained that the Polity Senate
should not pass either resolution, arguing that such a vote
would divide the campus community.
"The campus is split," said Senator Steve Mauriello. "A
vote either way will create tension." He said that if the
Senate insisted that the student body take a stand on the
issue, Polity should implement a referendum to accurately
represent the students.
Senator Vincent Bruzzese disagreed. "By the time there's
a referendum, the war may be over," he said. "We as student
leaders have a responsibility of making a decision here."
"I can't represent 5,800 students," said Kristie Rainar,
one of the 12 senators representing commuter college. She
recommended that the Senate introduce a third resolution
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Speed Ahead.

Desert Storm
that would have Polity abstain from a vote.
Senator Richard Cole expressed concern that the Senate
is nashing its responsibilities as a student legislature by
voting onissues that don't "directly affect" students.
"By voting on issues like this, we don't have an effect on
day-to-ay issues (on the campusl" said Cole.
Miller said, "If we vote on issues like this, maybe we
should vote on affirmative action; abortion; taxes; S&Ls..."
He entertained a motion to cease all disussion concerning
the two Gulf War resolutions, but the motion failed by
majority of the Senate.
After a ten-minute continuation of a debate that began at
hast Wednesday's Senate meeting, Mauriello entertained the
motion to approve the Miller resolution, which passed,
causing cheers among supporters.
"I find it unacceptable that people are cheering," said
Polity President Dan Slepian after the vote. "No one favors
war."
Slepian said that more than 20 Stony Brook students have
been sent to the Persian Gulf "against their wills," including

former Polity Senator Steven Davidson, a Marine reservist
who shipped out yesterday.
Slepian added that Davidson is against the war and only
joined the armed forces to pay his college tuition.
"Polity will always support the troops," said Slepian. "I
will wear a yellow ribbon ... and represent the decision
made today."

But he added his personal views about the issue: "I don't
think war is ever the answer to anything," he said. "War is
barbaric and stupid."
Slepian said that despite his own views, he will convey
the Senate's feelings when asked by the media about Polity's
position.
"With difficulty, I will read the resolution."
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Chicken Sandwich. Small Fries, Small Soft
Drink. This offer good until February 28,
1991. Please present this coupon before
ordering. Limit one coupon per customer.
Not to be used with other coupons or offers.
Good at Route 347 Stony Brook location
only.
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Whopper Sandwich, Small Fries, Small
Soft Drink. This offer good until February
28, 1991. Please present this coupon before
ordering. Limit one coupon per customer.
Not to be used with other coupons or offers.
Good at Route 347 Stony Brook location
only.
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CUYPoesano/rMtns vaceray

CUNY Professor Micholo Kaku speaks during the teachwin Monday.

Teach-in for peace in Gulf
By Steve Shapiro
Statesman Staff Writa

Approximately one hundred anti-war
supporters attended a teach-in on Monday
in order to express their desire for peace in
the Middle East.
'We are all united by a desire for peace,
despite our individual positions towards the
war," said Nickey Howsley.
Howsley said, "Some of us are pacifists,
an archists, communists, etc; but we are all
united to achieve one goal: Peace!"
According to Stony Brook History Pro-'
fessor Hugh Cleland, the United States
should've learned from our nation's past
that the Persian Gulf region has a history of
hostility. He said the US has no place being
there.
According to Cleland, the Soviet Union
is wary over developments in the Persian
Gulf. He said, "Because of Iran's close proximity to the USSR, they are disgruntled by
the invasion."
"Ten years ago we supplied them and
now we're dropping bombs on them," said
Cleland, referring to US funding Iraq during
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the Iran-Iraq war. He also denounced allegations that Iraq has used chemical weapons
on its own people, that Iraq is far from
acquiring nuclear devices, and that before
hostilities began, Saudi Arabia was not targeted by Hussein.
Cleland said, "This war is not about oil,
it's about re-electing George Bush."
CUNY Physics Professor Michlo Kaku, a
Vietnam veteran, referred to White House
spokesman, Marlin Fitzwater, when he
announced to the American people on
Wednesday, Jan. 16, that the "liberation of
Kuwait has begun." Kaku said, "correction:
the waging of annihilation has begun."
Kathy Boylan, a member of the Christian
Peace Fellowship, was in the Persian Gulf at
the time war broke out. She said, "Ive been
in the air-raid shelter, never is the desire to
live more evident."
Mitch Cohen, a student involved in the
Red Balloon group said, in reference to reinstituting the draft, "There's nothing wrong
with being a chicken.. just as long as being
a chicken doesn't mean killing people."
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By Raymond Iryami
Stemn Staff Writa

Hundreds of people rallied outside the
Fine Arts Plaza yesterday to support and
encourage the spirits of the troops in the
Persian Gulf.
Although the Commuter Student Association (CSA), who sponsored the rally,
emphasized the fact that this event was "not
an anti or pro-war demonstration," many
did not hesitate to show exactly how they
felt about the presence of American troops
in Saudi Arabia.
One of the speakers, Steve Mauriello, a
CSA senator, gave a speech in which he
declared his full support of the troops. He
said, "I am proud to be an American." As
Mauriello was cheered by the crowd, he
continued, "<I am proud of the young
heroes," referring to the American servicemembers in Saudi Arabia.
Anti-war protestors interrupted the
speakers chanting "Stop the War Now,"
which pro-war demonstrators immediately
tried drowning out with their own chanting
of "U.S.A, U.S.A."
Michelle Pipia, the programming coordinator of the CSA, had interrupted the program with a plead for control in the crowd
after Mauriello's speech. She re-emphasized
the intended theme of the rally - to express
support for the troops. She said, "We did
this to unify people, not tear them apart."
Barry Feldman, a graduate student, was
wearing a sign that read "Iraq equals Viet-

Almost one thousand gather in support of the soldiers in the Persian Gulf yesterday.

nam." Referring to Operation Desert
Storm, he said, "This project cannot win,
even if Saddam Hussein is ousted."
Another speaker, who only identified
herself as Sharon, said that "the troops are
fighting for our rights to be (demonstrating)." She said, "There's no other country

I'd rather live in and if you don't like it,
there's the door," as she expressed her support of the US actions in the gulf.
Suffolk County Legislator Steve Levy
said, "The troops are far from our sight, but
not forgotten." He said the troops should
not be the object of our scorn and that one's
"
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If you've never had Thai food before
you are in for a delightful treat.
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PRESENTED BY: EPICUREAN TOURS, INC.
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view on the policy should not be confused
with feelings toward the servicemembers.
Sister Margaret Landry led the crowd in a
prayer asking to give us peace in our time
and to bring the troops home safe."
The rally ended with a "hands across
campus" salute to the troops.
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LUNCH SPECIAL (11:004:00)

$

Includes soup, salad & entree, tea or coffee
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Americans Need to Stop Saddam Now
The Polity Senate concluded over two months
of legislative anguish last night when it passed a
resolution supporting ""the actions taken by President Bush""in the Persian Gulf The Senate's willingness to deal with the issue is laudable; the
Senate's decision, and the methods used in arriving at it, are lamentable.
Proposal II, the resolution adopted by a vote of
17-11 with four abstentions, was chosen instead
of Proposal I, which condemned "the actions of
the United States." The decision came after senators had spoken to their LEGs during the past
week in hopes of determining some sort of consensus student opinion on the issue. But is that
what really happened?
Senators were instructed to vote for one of the
two proposed resolutions as their LEGs had. The
idea behind this is solid: Senators are elected to
represent their constituents, who they communicate with each week in LEGs. However, LEGs
had a hard enough time themselves co g up
with a clear message - opinion on such a hot issue
is divided everywhere, not just within the Senate.
At many LEGs, where short attention spans
and irreverence reign supreme, no clear-cut choice was made, and some LEGs refused to make
any choice at all. This is understandable - LEGs,
which are not as well-informed as the Senate, are
simply not the place where such difficult dilemmas can be solved. That's why we have representatives - to make the tough choices.
To be sure, gathering opinions and feelings on
the issue from constituents is one of the mostimportant parts of a senator's decision-making
process. Carrying the burden of trying to specifi-

cally quantify such discussion, though, is too
much to ask. Senators, in the end, must vote the
way they feel is right.
Which brings us to the decision itself. There is
little doubt that support for the troops is almost
unanimous, as is sentiment for a quick end to the
war. In fact, Saddam Hussein is seen by nearly the
whole world as a large-scale menace who has no
business being in Kuwait.
But what business do we have being in the
Middle East? American foreign policy, especially
in that part of the world, has been historically
hypocritical. Until just days before his invasion of
Kuwait on August 2, Saddam had a friend in the
United States, despite having committed numer-
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ous human-rights atrocities against his own countrymen in previous years.
Though it may be argued that Saddam would
not ever have budged from Kuwait without the
United States' - and allied nations' - use of force
against Iraq, President Bush was bent on waging
war from the beginning of the crisis. After all, a
crisis abroad is an excellent excuse to not pay
attention to a deteriorating situation on the homefront. In his case, though, many young lives will
be lost "solving" a problem halfway around the
world.
Not that Saddam's invasion should have been
ignored - the potential havoc he could wreak is
impossible to discount. However, a true world
leader, as President Bush envisions the United
States becoming in his so-called "new world
order", would be active in searching for long-term
solutions to such a crisis.
Even now, as the war rages into its second

month, Bush has not made his objectives in the
Middle East clear - in other words, we don't know
what our troops have to accomplish in order to
earn their tickets home. In all probability, the next
Saddam is waiting in the wings - do we want to go
through this every generation?
We shouldn't be confusing support for the
troops with support for a short-sighted policy that
makes the United States the world bully instead of
an instrument of peace. Proposal I at last night's
Senate meeting included a clause resolving that
the United States withdraw from the region as
soon as (Awe can ensure the territorial integrity of
the Middle East."
A little vague, but the right idea - that's the
message our Senate should have sent to the President. Perhaps enough outrage from students like
us will convince our President that he needs to
work a bit harder - and with the rest of the world to reach that elusive goal - peace.
-
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African-American music in American societ
By John Sealy
StatesMan Feature wrntr

Throughout history Black aesthetics
has related to a beautiful sound which
exceeds merely pleasing an audience. Its
beauty is ingrained in a fine culture which
involves pure feeling and sensation. The
result is a sensual experience when heard

ANALYSIS
Part of the restrictions afflicted on the
slaves was one of music. The slave was not
permitted to even drum a beat or hum a
tune. To prevent verbal communication,
even song, a
mother's tongue
would be cut out.
Later the slave
masterfiguredout
that allowing
them to sing in the
churchon Sunday
would effectively
keep them quiet
throughout the
week. This, and
their religiousness prevented
many rebellions
and runaways.
The house slave
were the first
Amiri ara
church leaders,
and were taught how to read and write (It
was illegal for a common slave to know
how to read and write).
Amiri Baraka (Leroi Jones), a professor at Stony Brook, is a visionary and an
important literary figure. He is a spokesman who represents Black people on a
higher educational level. Most of the
analysis in his article is influenced by his
books and his attitude on African American music and artists. One such book is The
Music, written with the help of Amina
Baraka in 1987.

Alain Locke, Professor of philosophy
at Harvard University, was the author of
The Negro and His Music, written in 1936.
Locke was born in Philadelphia in 1886,
and was educated there. Graduate studies
and teaching had divided his interest between philosophy and art & literature. He
became a spokesman and interpreter of the
Negro's ever-increasing contribution to
American culture and art.
Alain Locke had compiled a list of
seven historic periods ofAfrican-American
music in which he recognized some overlapping. Their approximate dates are:
Before 1830-1: "The age of plantation
shoutrand"breakdown." Dominated
by African Reminiscences and Survivals.
1 8 3 0 - 5 2:
"The age of the
sorrow songs: The
classic folk period": The great
spirtuals and the
folk ballads.
1 8 5 0 - 7 5:
"The first age of
Minstrelsy": farce
and buffoonery:
the "Buck and
Wing," the "Coon

(as are all folk singing people), he excels
mostly over all other races in the mastery of
rhythm. One naturally wonders why? Many
reasons have been given, but the most
likely is the Negro's long and intimate
contact with the original source of rhythm:
the dance.
What is the origin of Jazz and Blues?
Many cities claim its birthplace. New Orleans, St. Louis, Memphis, and Chicago all
assert the honor is theirs. But according to
Alain Locke, "Jasbo Brown, a reckless
musician at the Negro cabaret, blowing his
own extravagent mood and risque interpretations into them, while hilarious with gin,"
created Jazz. The

in
profits)
straight from the
bowels of the
city. It began as a
renewal of a previous musical art
form, but, like a
stampede,
it
cleared the way
for itself. Here is
another strange
form of musical
originality, also
compared
to
nothing but that
of its ancestors in

t'hrc: father Akan-i:>
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^1 Duke Ellington
proved of his ambition for a musical career).
"The tendency to dismiss the music as
primitive on one hand and to imitate it and
utilize it for profit, on the other, is the twin
social relationship of the rulers' ethic,"
said Amiri Baraka, ".. .how[ever] hopeless
black music is, we will at the same time
music.
find a great deal of imitation, appropriation
In the roots of Blackculture the Negro's and explotation of it going on."
I noticed a sense of covetousness - in
(a word created in America during the
period of slavery) chief native musical gift many forms, that black innovations were
has been his "instinctive mastery of bought or stolen and authenticated as origirhythm." Master also of pitch and harmony nal white ideas. Even though there are

YL

innovative white musicians and inventors,
it is clear that black music or African
American music is the only contribution
America has made to this era. More specifically in the field of artistic zeal, Jazz
and ragtime, distinctively Negro, is the
only yield indigenous to America.
Amiri Baraka explains how Disco is
largely about commerce, an exploitation of
rhythm. Rock and roll is, in effect, rhythm
and blues. Reggae with its character deep
in Africa, emphasizes the drum. Fusion is
a takeoff from Jazz. And now; Rap music.
"Hip Hop" (Rap) music has made
its markon American society (making over
a billion dollars

delightful patrons
shout,
would
Jasbo!
"More,
More, Jas, more!"
Hence the name
originated.
"Father of the
Blues," William C.
Handy, born in
1873 in Alabama,
created the Blues.
None of his family
members were
musical expressive, except when
they sang in church

Song," and the
"Folk blues." 1895-1918: "The age of
ragtime": vandeville and musical comedy.
1918-26: "The Jazz Age": The stomp,
the artifical blues and dance comedy.
1926 to date: "The age of classical
Jazz:" with the dawn of classical Negro
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without the proverbial singing melody to depend solely on
rhyme. To take tow records with the same
songs and scratch one to produce a synchronized blend of sound while securing
smooth rhythmic harmony, must be genius. Once, to scratch a record was to
produce a very unnerving bothersome
sound. Now black kids, M.C.'s, have instantly transformed it unto an auditory pleasure. It could only have come from a natural ability to harmonize and create poetic
rhythm, a natural inclination original to
African music.
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Peace
By Jake Alan River
Stteman Featre Writer

Gloria had once read from her
science text that twenty decibels represents a very soft sound, such as leaves
rustling in a breeze. And as Greg kept
babbling,while they stepped over rusded
out leaves on the forest floor, she
couldn't help but think how nice it would
be to have some peace. Just a mere dose
of twenty decibels. So when Jake's
Stream came up on their left she turned
to himand =d "Shutup, Greg.Listen".f
Greg laughed, then turned pink and
silent when he realized she was serious.
He resigned to standingsmall and quiet
among the towering trees and brought
himself to listening to nature'ssobering

soliloquy. From above, little birds emitted the chirpingflutes of Vivaldi concertos. Squirrelsand chipmunks swept the
forest floor clean of hazelnuts, walnuts
and acorns.Jake's Stream rushedincessantly by with few complaints of boredom But it meant nothing to Gregand at
last he exclaimed, "What?"
"What," she mimicked with her
mocking sWkle and then added, "Why,
don't you hear it?"
Greg shut his eyes and pricked his
pierced ears "l hear leaves rustling in
the trees and water rippling in the
streamn But that is all"
Gloria smiled contemptuously with
her cool, blue eyes.
"Peace," she said "Don'tyou hear

it?"
"Peace?" he repeated, opening his
eyes. "No, I don't I hear leaves rustling
in the trees and water rippling in the
stream But I don't hear peace."
She didn't add anything more, but
moved on along the path ahead of him.
After a moment's hesitation, he caught
up beside her and together they ambled
slowly through the burnt orange woods
of early Autumn. Gloriaappreciatedthe
sights, the sounds, the scents of the
wooded season Greg appreciated the
sights, the sounds, the scents of Gloria.
When they reached the mouth of the
stream, Gloriatugged on Greg'sjersey.
"Let's sit down here."
They climbed upon a smootk grey

w

boulderfacing Jake'sStream and sat so
that their knees curled to their chests
p
Then Gloria asked, "Why don't you
hear peace, Greg?"
He responded, 7 do hearpeace. Ijust
hear a different type of peace. But not
out here."
-t
"So," she asked, "when do you hear
peace?"
He admired the sight of her and IC
thought, God, it felt good to be back
home.
1-"
_^
"Well?" she asked
"Well?" he mimicked "It's a long
story. "
"We have time."
"I guess we do. "He laughedand drew
See PEACE on page 9
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I wanted

"Ordernrwe a dry martini."

7 was twelve when I started drinking.
I drank because I wanted to look (:ool,
/ wanted to look older"
Its not easy to say no when your friends,
your parents and everyone else a round you is
pressuring you to drink. But alcoh( 9l
is adrug.
And you can get hooked on it.

Say no.
And say yes toyourlife.

Its a fact. The younger you start, the more
addictive it is and the more damage itcan do.
It's not easy to say no. But ifyou want to be
somebody, you have to learn.
To find out more, contact the National
Council on Alcoholism inyour area. Or write NCA,
12 West 21st Street, New York, New York 10010.

C~inCN

^

CA

! National Council on Alcoholism Inc.

PEACE from page 7
m

in a sharp breath of crisp air. "Doyou
know what it's like to forgetyourself?"
She shrugged her shoulders.
"It's horible, Gloria When I went
away to school this past year, Iforgot
myself, my principles. I forgot God I
forgot the family. I drank all night and
slept all day. I hardly went to class."
He bent his head down and reflected
for a moment.Gloriamassaged the back
of his scalp.He looked up slowly into her
eyes.
"And I forgot about you.*
She didn't reply and he didn't confinue. They felt the wind brush assuringly against their backs. They felt the
warm touch ofan honestafternoon.And
they listened to the very soft sounds of
leaves rustling in the breeze,

INNER FOCUS

-

WE WANT
YOUR PHOTOS!
Statsman photo dept. wants to
publish your photos. Entries
should be 5x7 B&W, with your
name, number and pertinent
info. on back. Bring al entries to
Christopher Reid, Statesman
Photography Editor, Room 058
Union Bsement.

"MORNING RAGE"
Stefan Holubar photographed the tracks of the Jeep Cherokee one morning in Montauk. He used a Minolta
X-700 with a 35-70mm lens. Setting was 1/125 second at f4.
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Keg Parties

BEGINNING NOW
Pre-Registration
Is necessary

rA

a

Mon.&Thurs. Nights
9-12 PM
$1000

Union Crafts Center

is pleased to announce its program of courses and
memberships.
Pottery-photography-Weaving-Clay Sculpture
Wood Carving-Magic-Bartending-Scuba-Silk Screen
Printing-Stained Glass-Water Color-Quilting-Paper
Making-Wine Appreciation.
For Information Call 632-6822 or 632-6828
Come to room 266 Union, or the Craft Center Union Lower Level.
Department of Student Union & Activities

i

All You Can Drink
Domestic Tap Beer
$200 Shots All Night
Video Games, Fooz Ball, Basketball, Two Dart Boards &
46" Wide Screen For Your Enjoyment
433 North Country Rd
St James
-

584-9715

Weds. Night Is Ladies Night
$1.00 Mixed Drinks
-
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Support our troops in Gulf
By Robedt Deg, Scott Naoes#, Stan
Coppoh
a quick
for
Everyone on campus hopes
and safe return of the troops. Everyone
wants to do something for diem. Here's
everyone's chances
On Wednesday, February 20, at 12:40
pm, at the Student Union, people are going
to show their support What people? StuEveryone
faculty and
dents, administrators.
is teaming up to put 10,000 yards of yellow
rbbon around the campus. A new organization on campus, "Until They All Come
Home", is sponsoring the event.
This ognzation has no political view
on the war and has declared itself neutral. In
It's
fact, the people in charge of the organization
is
It
views.
other's
each
know
don't even
their policy not to ask. The orgazes of this

event realize that emotions are strong and
on every side of this issue.
high
tensions are
However, there is no one who wants to see
lives lost So let's leave our personal differences behind and work together for a common cause.
Supporters indude organizations both for
and against the war. These organizations
have declared yellow to be a neutral color,
signifyin support for the safe return of the
troops, rather than for or against the war.
Media coverage is expected for this event.
Tables will be set up in the Union between
the hours of 12 pm and 2 pm where sign-up
sheets will be available.
All of Stony Brook is going to be there.
time for us to show that we care. Let's
prove for once that this campus is not apathetic. We have a duty. Let's do it.

War is no issue for Senate|
By Richard D. Cole
I was one of the senators who took the
position that the senate was not the proper
forum for a debate about the Gulf War. As
Statesman
11
evidenced by the February
editorial, it appears that many people did
not understand my point When I said that I
though the senate should not be discussing
the issue of the war in the Persian Gulf, I was
not dlaiming that it was not an important
issue; nor was I advocating apathy on the
part of the student body. What I did mean
was that there is a proper forum for every
issue, and the student senate is not the
proper forum for this particular issue.
The Statesman editorial argues that, "the
war has a greater bearing on most of the
university's 16,000 students than any other
current issue." This may be true on an absolute level. But one has to look at what the
function of the student senate is. As I see it,
the senate is here to deal with issues faced by
the students which it has some control over.
The key phrase is "deal with. This implies
that there is something that can be done. In
the ase of the Persian Gulf, there is no
consequence to a senate vote either way.
Therefore, I feel that we should devote our
time to issues that we can effectively deal
with.
In the Statesman editorial the writer
seemed to be implying that local Stony
Brook issues are not of real importance. I
would like to know how it is that the quality
of education is not an important issue. Are
we not the future? And what will that future
be like if we are not properly educated? So
one might ask,"What is wrong with the
quality of education here?" As an example
example, consider the issue of the use of
incompetent and poorly trained graduate
students as teachers. Am I the only one who
has walked into a Calculus class and
because the teacher did not speak English
decided not to take the class? Or how about
the wave of graduate instructors in the
Social and Behavioral Sciences that use
their classes to preach their own political
ideology (which I might add is almost
always of the far left point of view)? It is not
only the graduate students that use thecass
as a political soap box, but many of the
faculty members too. There are other problems such as the budget crisis, the failing bus
system on campus, the declining quality of
our schools, libraries and other institutions.
I am not claiming that these issues are
more important than the war. My point is
that these issues should be the specific concern of a governatorial body which could

ID
SHOW SB;U
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directly impact them. Student government
has had very little influence on Stony Brook

because we have been too concerned with
ideological issues over which we have no
direct influence. This preoccupation with
ideology has led us to ignore the local issues
which should be our prime concern as

Ike's ERA

students.

We invite you to explore the greatest
collection of military-issueclothing on
the East Coast.

News Views
Are True Views
To the Editor:
David Joachim's piece entitled "National
Anthem Expresses Wrong Values" was
I did not know that the
quite enlightening.
of "Ameris
national anthemrepresentative
ica's ability to makc war." For years, I was
under the absurd impression that the StarSpangled Banner was written by Francis
Scott Key during the War of 1812, a war in
which America had to defend herself
British imperialists. I always
against
assumed that the poem celebrated the
American flag, and reflected America's
revolutionary genesis. Until recently, it
never occured to me that Key wrote the
poem to praise America's "ability to make
war" with its "military might" and 'imperialistic firepower." I suppose if I am to
follow Joachim's criticisms to their logical
conclusion, perhaps America should not
have defended herself against the Brits.
Defending oneself against invasion is, after
all, an imperialist thing to do.
Joachim's considerable writing talents
should be praised along with his remarkable
insights into American history. One must
agree with Joachim that the Star-Spangled
Banner's "violent lyrics" do not reflect
American values. The multi-talented
Madonna, on the other hand, has composed
a number of songs that are in tune with
America's ""most important and unique
qualities." Material Girl, for instance, would
make a fitting national anthem, or perhaps
Joachim has another artist in mind.
It's time we face the fact that America has
never fought a just war. We should not have
defended ourselves in the War of 1812, or
the Revolutionary War for that matter.
Key's Banner is a war banner, one which we
do not carry with pride. Let us rejoice in
Joachim's call to "change the national
anthem." Leaving tradition and historical
significance aside, Key's poem is an imperialist relic from America's seedy past. Joachim should be praised for his courage to
write about what is probably the most
important and newsworthy topic this year.
Jonathan Soalteer
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2.00
Patches, Pins
*
68.00
Khaki Shirts 10.00 +Flags, Bandanas 2.50
Vests 38.00
16.00+Ranger
Fatigues
24.00
Bush Jackets 69.00 + Gas Masks
t B3 Leather Bombers
Mai Flight Jackets $225.00
Start at
59.00
Pea Coats

he

Alat discounated prices.

8

We are proud to donate 10% of each
sale price toward the purchase of care

packages for our armed forces in the
Persian Gulf.
^k
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affordable Outback & Safari (
For Men And Women
25 Hill Creek Road Port Jeffez
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*Open

33 1-3263
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Tues.-Sat. 10:00-5:30

Sun. 12:00-5:30
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Given - By The N.Y Times
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MANDARINS
Cocktail Lounge Now Open Till 11 p.m.
Special Complete Luncheon:
$4.95 - $5.95
A la Carte: $4.95-$10.95 .
Call Ahead for Take-Out - 751-4063 *
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OPEN DAILY: SUN-THURS 11:30-10:00 P.M.
FRI &SAT 11:30-11:00 P.M. LwoRCrftAccpte

-

cwDSER

(516) 941-4545

STONY BROOK BEVERAGE, INC.
Cold Beer, Soda, & Kegs
710 Route 25A Setauket. N.Y. 11733
Between Nicolls Road and Bennets Road

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS:

$8.99

What Sanley H. Kaplan Doesn't
Know About The New LSAT.

Meister Brau Suitcase
COUPON EXPIRES 2/20/91

Plus DeLmlt

P ie l s T a ff N e c k s

$8.99

COUPON EXPIRES 2/20/91

Plus Deposit

Do¢ You Have A

Pomit Of View?

I

Then $iB
is
looking for you!

I
MCAT CLASS
ON CAMPUS
MBTS WDS.
6 1 PMa
PSTCH.
37
a

i

V-4

S

CI

FREE LAW SEa NAR
MONDAY FEB. 25,
4PH CENTRAL HALL 102
CALL 421-2690
TO RESERVE A SEAT

H.KAPLAN

Ta-keKaplan Or Take Your Chancm

ON

Statesman is looking for
an Op-Ed editor to write
editorials, verify letters
and viewpoints, and
help in page layout.
For more info call:
Dave Joachim 2-6480
or
Eddie Reaven 2-6479

I
I

P.S. Find out what we do know about
the new LSAT and how we can prepare you for it.
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Free
Monday, February 25, 4 PM
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HAIRCUTS Only $8.00
No Limit * W/Coupons,

PermsBodyWaves

|

Only
N o L m it

at
To

q
to

Expires 2-28-91

Say It With Color
Highlights
0

n1v^

No Limit
€11 fin
$33,00w
eCmupon $33.00 W/coypon
i

To Reserve Ai Seat
|l

To
To

Pon Jefeso.r
N
473-1215

THE IMAGE MAKERS

Expires 2-28-91

-

223 Main Street

w^ ^^ f^ v

HAIR PORT

Men's, Women's & Children's

Central Hall, 102
aH A4WI-269I,

\ *
I* *- A

/
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All offers include-Shampoo. Cut & Stile
S e ci a l s Wi h
t Experienced Stylists: Michelie
p
____ &Lr
Robert Long hair extra

Take Kaplan OrTakeYour Chances
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CAMPUS NOTICES

Help Wanted -Agressive, outgoingpeople needed Eves. & WeeFor undergraduate tutoring in kends, P/T hours. F/T pay
physics/Mathematics call 474- $8.00-12.00/hr.

5828 (after 7 PM).

;

FAST
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
S1,000 in jug one week. Earn
up to S1,000 for your campus
organization. Plus a chance at
$5,000 more! This program
works! No investment needed.
Call 1-800-932-0528 Ext 50.

*
«

Statestaff - Happy V-Day, guys.

^

I'm really proud to say rm part

I

HELP WANTED

Loretta - Oh, my God! Happy
V-Day, you maniac. I knew it
would balance. What else can
you expect from a perfectionist.
Love, Charlene.

TOP RATED NYS COED Sharon - Are you seeing
SLEEPAWAY CAMP PAY- numbers in your sleep, if not then
ING TOP SALARIES: Seek ing you're still sane. Happy V-Day.
Counselors, Lifeguards, AllSpe- Love, Charlene.
cialties. Contact: Ron Klein,
Director, Camp Kinder Ring, 45 Jennifer and Doug - Sell, Sell,
East 33rd Street, NYC 10016 Sell, Sell...Oh, and Happy VDay. -Charlene.
(212) 889-6800 Ext. 272.

DANSATION'S DJs available
on and off campus. Semiformals
are our specialty. Fog and Halogen lights available. "Create a
Club Experience." Call Rob
I632-3368.

Part Time / Full Time
\J
ALL SHIFTS
\
Studv While Gettine Paid

I

II

;On

i

6TONY QDOOK
VILLAGE CENITE

Main &rcdt on the Harbor
* Long Island's most beautiful community,
Call Owner:
overlooking Stony Brook I{arbor
751-2 244
* New England country ambiance
Monday Friday, 9-5
* Ample parking
* 10 minutes from SUN Yhospital, campus S LIRR

l

HELP WANTED
DREAM JOBS NOW!
SPRING/SUMMER
WANT A PAID VACATION IN PARADISE?
HAWAII, CALIF FLA,
CRUISE SHIPS NATL.
PKS & MORE. 100's of
address/tel. numbers guaranteed CALL 1-900-226-2644
$3/min.

I

% discount w/ SUNY ID

11
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...Spring"isjust around the corner! |

Spend your Spring in a quiet, peaceful,
-private setting. Perfect for Graduate
.

Students! Available immediately

hro'ugh October, Free private room with
Cable T.V. and, use of Kitchen in large
farm house. in exchange for light care
and feeding of six retired standardbred
....
horses daily. Please be clean, quiet.
responsible animal lover. Just south of
UIE between' Exit 63 and 64 (Medford).:.

il. aII for further Details :--ga;
S.hipWhitney (516)289-9204.'.'.
LI
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PART TIME/FULLTIME
To work in dynamic, farmily focused Early Childhood
Program in Selden for developmentally delayed children,
birth through five years of age. Must be school certified
or licensed. Competitive salary and excellent benefits.
Equal Opportunity Employer
CALL BOBBIE KEMPF
(516) 698-1160

SUFFOLK CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER
.

m

CAMPUS MARKETING INC.

I

Party at Panama!
Panama City Beach
Florida.
World's Biggest
Superclubs!

SPRING BREAK
Jamaica! Bahamas! Puerto
Rico! From only $499.
including airfare from
NY/JFKgreat hotel, taxes
and gratuities & more! Call
the Spring Break experts - 1800-331-3136.

Contact: Eric at 632-2997

I

Contact: Eric at 632-2997
-

-

Mom and Dad: Happy
Valentine's Day. You're
both the best. Love You
Always, Chandre.

- .;

W

a................PSYCHO OGISTS

ADA - Ihardly knew ye. Where
are ya? Danny, 287.

Hey Charlene and Chandre Those personals went a lot worse
then you thought. How the hell
am I supposed to type those
hearts and other crap in these
personals when rm not even in
Microsoft Word!!! Ever think of
that when you were brainstorming on this great money-making
venture? At least you are not giving refunds. And yes, Chandre, I
saw the typo in your personal to
the fat kid, but the forward cursor on this computer doesn't
work so I'm not going to fix it.

471-1212

m
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I LOVE YOU
Eddie, (Boo-Boo) Happy Valentine's Baby, thanks for making
the last five months the best ever.
You're very special to me. I love
you, Eddie, with every piece of
my heart, nd each day you mean
more and more to me. I guess it's
said once again that I'm a lucky
girl to have a guy like you. All
my love, Chandre.

Chandre - So, the personals
didn't go well. Better luck next
year, Kiddo. Happy V-Day.
Love, Charlene.

724-7189

RESUME DONE? MAKE
SURE IT GETS READ!
Send it with personalized,
walking balloons. You only
get one chance to make a first
impression. Free demonstration/info 868-2325.
BALLOONS-TO-YOU

1

-

Carmen - this is a Happy ValenF
tine's Day from me Tu Nene I 1I1AInATI^NWMl
X
A
Ace
OE
I
Lindo more in person. live,9 I
7 I
Jesus.
II
II
SPRING BREAK
DAYTONA BEACH
Think sun, sand and surf.
Tony, Happy Valentine's Day! I $169
hotel, $259 full packII
love you, "Baby!" Love, Elissa.
Iage. Call Pamela 467-2733.
Leave a message where and
when to call.
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PERSONALS

Electrolysis

"
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of such a winning team! Keep up
the great work. -Charlent.

Mary Grace, we've had so many
wonderful memories together, I
hope we can have many more.
Love, Dominick.

a~

i

The only PROVHthwdoi
PERMANlNThairrBnov&L
d
Ad
Stony BrooA

*

Panama City $99! 1-800-6386786

Haven

l1h~m
.

Travel Trainee/Commission.
Hi Friend! The past two months
Volunteers needed at our local Travel benefits, flexibe hours 1
1
have been the best - the studying,
( 265-5200.
Day Care Centers. If interested, (516)
the hanging out but especially
contact V.l.T.A.L. at 632-6812
staring googooly eyed at each
Travel
or stop by the Library basement
other. Looking to the future
room W0350.
A Bahamas Party Cruise, 6 days together - hoping for the best.
only $279! Jamaica and Florida Happy Heart Day!! Love always
FUNDRAISER
6 days $299! Daytona S159! - the "4Cool One."

Carol isaroC.

«Smith

Frank - Happy 4th Valentine's
Day together. I love you more
every year! You're my Pumpkin
now and forever. Love, Charlene

CARIBBEAN
- $189 FOR A
4
IBREAK! Why Freeze? The
sunny
Caribbean or Mexican
I
xost
for a Week! R/T. SUNz
HITCHtm 212-864-2000

4t

Monique, Qp

I miss you.
4W I love you. 4V
^ Otto
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EXCITING JOBS IN ALASKA

pa

HIRING Men - Women. Summer/Year
Round. Fishing. Canneries. Logging.
Mining, Construction, Oil Companies.
Skilled/Unskilled. Transportation
$600 plus weekly. CALL NOWI
1-206-736-7000, Ext. B656
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Dynasty Tours & Travel, Ltd.

19278 to do

i

-aH supect |

nr4.r Catainn Tndaw with VisawC Of COD

IRBB
rrush

800-~a351j

I

to:In Calif. 213)

Or. rush $2.00 to: R

-rc

738 SMITHTOWN BYPASS
SMITHTOWN. NEW YORK-1 1788A516 265-5200

I

11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN. Los AnOSes. CA 9wz i
I
Custom reserch also available-all levels

--

'- Persoalized Servcek

--

Fee Gift w/SIony BrookID.
Special Group Rates
--- A Fun Service Computeized AgIcy --Phone 265-5200
FAX Number 7244837
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Knicks and Patriots -No comparisa tn
By Sandra B. Carreon
tesman Associate Sports Edit

It could be siad that the New York
Knickerbockers oppositely resemble college
basketball's Stony Brook Patriots.
In terms of talent, the Pats seem to oppositely mirror the Knicks because the former
has a sufficient amount of talent with which
to compete in its league, whereas the latter
.seems to lacks such talent, save Patrick
Ewing. In terms of coaching staff stability,
the past three seasons alone have seen the
the Knicks employ three diffemt coaches:
Rick Pitino, Stu Jackson, and now John
MacLeod. In the last seven years, the Pats
have only known Joe Castiglie as head
coach. And in terms of team chemistry and

class. Stony Brook may certainly be in a
positon to teach New York a lesson or two.
The Knicks, in recent history, seemed to
have fliarize themselves with tumult
and catastrophe as they regard to teunsmanship. Their poor performances on the
court seem to be n products of poor relation-

ships off the court. One of the big issues
encircling the team now is the overemphasis placed on Ewing. Players like
Mark Jackson and Charles Oaldey have
complained that the offense revolves too
much around him. In response, the all-star
center angrily asked his teamates to come
to him with personal gripes rather than
going through the different media. Another
concern for the Knicks is that players who

Both Wardally and Agard have remained
emphatic about Hayn's and Simon's professionalism. Agard acknowledges that he was
apprehensive about his starting position
only because he felt it mght hurt his two
teammates. But the senior forward maintains that the change in status quo has in no
way severed
sal relationships or hindered game performances. 'I have confidence in their (Simon and Hayn) attitudes.
They wouldn't respect me if I didn't get the

have been relegated to the bench are not
happy yielding their positions.
Conversely, the Stony Brook Patriots
seem to be handling change in the lineup
very maturely and quite gracefully. Castiglie
has revamped the starting five to include
6'6" center Ricky Wardally and 6'3" forward Charwin Agard. Wardally and Agard
together have enhance a bcet in the Pats'
attack that features speed and defensive prowess. They have replaced seniors Steve
Hayn and Yves Simon, who combined have
over 2,000 career points.
Perhaps the best indication of the Patriot
stability in terms of mutual respect and
understanding is the way in which Hayn
and Simon have undertaken their new roles.

job done because I think rm aing their
place." Wardally adds that as two of the

team's captains - Agard is the other - Hayn
and Simon have continued to show undivided attention and support to teammates at
games and practices. They wiigy relinquished their roles as starters because
they're Vtrue team guys who give 100% to
the teauL..They put the team first"
That there has been a switch in firststrings does not mean that there has been a
decimation of time-on-the-court for any of
theplayers In fiat, the minutes which Hayn
and Simon log as sixth and seventh men are
consistent with the ones they held as starters.
The only marked difference, according to
Wardally, is the mental adjustments. As a
starter, a player is able to control a game's
flow and tempo, whereas players off the
bench have to insert themselves into that
flow and tempo.
Castiglie's effective consolidation of five
talented guys in the starting lineup has fortified a team rich in talent. But for every
successful starting troop, there is an equally
successful and dependable bench. The Patriots have this. And more importantly each
player lends the contributions and class
which transcend baskets and rebounds,
wins and losses.
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You've missed your period.
You're trying to sleep, but you
can't stop thinking about it.
You've got to know now.
So you use your FIRST
RESPONSEe Pregnancy Test.
Now you know. No more wondering. No more worrying.
With the FIRST RESPONSEs

Pregnancy Test, you can find out
if you're pregnant in five minutes
any time of the day-even on the
first day of your missed period.
It's 99% accurate in laboratory
testing and it's easy to use.
If you have any questions, call
us toll-free at 1-800-367-6022.

*FIRST
.RESPONSE.
Home
C
Diagnostic Kits

We'll help put your mind at ease.

FIRST RESPONSE and the Human Figure Design are registered trademarks of HYGEIA SCIENCES, INC,. a subsidiary of Carter-Wallace, Inc. 0 1989;1990Hygeia Sciences. Inc
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Salaries Skyrocketing To Ridiculous Proportions

14

W

ITH BASEBALL SALARIES
escalating faster than the bombing
of Baghdad, it appears as ifanyone
can enter the three-milion dollar club.

Raven's Eye View
Eddie Reaven
Glenn Davis and Kelly Gruber, the two
newest entrants into the once-elite dub,
signed multi-million dollar contracts
Tuesday afternoon that pushed Gruber to
the top of his posiiton salary-wise and
made Davis the third highest first-bagger.
It seems as if everyone is getting a huge
raise, no matter how they performed last
season. Wally Joyner of the California
Angels is a prime example. Joyner won

his arbitration case for the paltry sum of
$2.1 million, topping Don Mattingly's
previous best of $1.975 million in 1987.
But of course, no one expected it to last
since 13 cases remain that exceed Mattingly's record-total. And of those 13, five
would top it if they lose arbitration.
Why the huge increases in salaries? The
emergence of the new-look free agent class
is a main example why salaries are skyrocketing. Also, the fact that CBS signed a
$1 billion dollar contract to broadcast a
game-of-the-week almost forced owners
to sign their stars to mega-buck conrewAs.
If that wasn't enough, the $95 million
dollars each league will receive when two
expansion teams begin to play in 1993 will
give extra-frugal owners the ability to sign
fledgling backups to million-dollar
contracts.
The Pittsburgh Pirates, though, have a
new philosophy - "Give the bad what

they want and trade the good to make
room for the bad." Pirate management has
decided that Uoyd McClendon, a backup
outfielder/first baseman who terrorized
the league with a .160 batting average,
was worth $50,000 more now than before
the season. Meanwhile, the Pirates are
expected to trade either NL MVP Barry
Bonds, NL Cy Young winner Doug
Drabek, or NL MVP runner-up Bobby
Bonilla for lack of funds. This system
should give the Pirates worldchampionship quality for years to come.
Commissoiner Fay Vincent released a
statement expressing extreme concern to
the rise of player salaries. "No rational
person can watch what's going on and not
have concern," he told Newsday Wednesday. Vincent explained that the smallermarket dubs such as Seattle or Minnesota
cannot compete in the bidding for top-line
stars. "I would hope baseball is wise

enough to realize big clubs can't exist
without the smaller ones."
Vincent's concern is worthy, but unfortunately he cannot achieve full victory
without curbing owner spending - colluding to bring salaries down. A salary cap
may help, but it hasn't in the only place
where it is implemented, the NBA. John
(Hot Rod) Wiliams, classic-sixth man
material, signed a monstrous $26 million
contract with the Cleveland Cavaliers,
who now want to trade him. Best wishes
in their search for a new home for him.
The escalation cannot stop unless Vincent can succesfully convince owners to
stop their spend-thrift bidding of free,
agents and signing of multi-year, megabuck deals. The Red Sox, who signed
Roger Clemens to an average salary of
$5.38 million, set an unfortunate precedent. Let's hope Vincent's magic sparkles
through again.
-

Smith wins
conf. honors
By Sandra B. Carreon
Stateman Asociate Sports Editor

Patriot point-guard Emeka Smith was named Skyline
Conference Player of the Week for February 4 to February
10. In this span, Smith garnered 81 points, 13 rebounds, 13
assists and five steals. He was 20 for 43 from the field and 11
for 19 from three-point land. The Pats went 3-0, sparked by
the guard's heroics - the most memorable of which was the
achievement of his 1,000th career point.
This is the third time this season that the 5' 1 " sophomore
has won this title, but it does not phase him in the least
Instead of highfiluting his accomplishments, he talks about
his team's.
"We excel at the end of the season and we can win all of
our last four games."
Smith continues to reinforce the respects that he has been
given by writers and fans. In scoring his 1,000th point in
only his 47th game, number 11 etched yet another mark in
Patriot sports' history: his 1,000 in 47 is the quickest ascent
to the mille-plateau ever. When told of this, he shockingly
replied, "Oh yeah?"
It seems as if he was the only one surprised.

-he

To Master
The New MCAT
a.) Comprehensive science, reasoning, reading and writing
review for the New MCAT

b.) Test-taking strategies to fit the new format
c.) live classroom prep with the experts
d.) Personal attention
e) Practice tests which review hundreds of questions and
explanations on self-paced audio tapes
£)Individual review 7 days a week
g.) New home study materials
h.) Or all of the above from someone who has helped
thousands get into medical school every year
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Call Stanley H. Kaplan today to reserve a place in class.
Everyone else has.

If you did, then
sitate
needs you!
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CLASSES & TAPES ON CAMPUS!
SESSION ONE - SUN., FEB. 24
10 AM (Subsequent classes meet on

Statesman is looking for a copy
editor to proofread all copy for
mistakes, misspellings, context,
and usage.
For more info call:
Dave Joachim 2-6480
or
Eddie Reaven 2- 6479
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Patriots beat undefeated Kean, 5-<»
By George Ma
Speci

asher

to Saman

The Patriot ice hockey team entered its
most recent game with Kean College in
third place in the tough Hudson Division of
the Metropolitan Collegiate Hockey Conference. With an 8-4 record, they trailed
first-place Fa mingdale by four points and
second-place Kean by three. Kean had not
been defeated in conference play all year;
and with a 9-0-1 record, it could have
dashed allPatriot hopes of coming out with
a victory.

ICE HOCKEY
The Pats had other thoughts, however.
Fresh from their back-to-back wins over
Delaware and Paterson, the Pats came out

flying, registering their third victory in a row
by a score of 5-3. The win moved Stony
Brook to within one point of Kean in the
ngs.
Stony Brook outshot kean 15 to five in
the first period of the game. Goals by Brian
Levy, Kurt Makoske, and Eric Ober in the

initial stanza staked the Patriots to a lead
they would never relinquish.
Kean staged a brief comeback in the
second by tallying a goal on a defensive
breakdown in the Patriots' zone to close the
gap, 3-1. The visitors dominated play for the
first five minutes of the middle period, bombarding goaltender Bill Dickhut with more
shots than he saw in the entire first 20 minutes. Dickhut, who continues to improve
game by game, was equal to the task.
When the Patriots got back on track
about six minutes into the second, the line of

Geoff Hulse, Adrian Jackson, and Mike
Crockett provided the offensive punch.
Crockett sprung Jackson and Hulse on a
two- on-one-break into the Kean zone.
Moving to within 25 feet of the goal, Jackson, the leading Patriot goal scorer, faked a
shot and rifled the puck over to Hulse who
fired it into the net for the Patriots' fourth
goal. Five minutes later on their next shift,
Hulse stole the puck deep in the Kean zone
and spotted Crockett in the slot. A perfect
feed to Crockett's stick and a quick slap-shot
Leased the Patriot lead to four goals.
Kean added two late tallies to end the game
with a 5-3 score.
The victory by the Patriots avenged an
early season 3-2 loss. Despite this most
recent loss, Kean, unless it stumbles badly,

appears to have a lock on a playoff berth, as
well as a good shot at first place in the

division.
With their third victory in a row, the
Patriots are getting hot at just the right time.
They have great bench depth, solid defense
and goaltending, and tremendous offensive
firepower. With 98 goals to their credit
already, they should easily break the 100goal barrier for the first time in four seasons.
And with only 63 goals allowed, they
appear destined to lower their goals-against
for the third consecutive year. The Patriots'
next opponent is NYU, whom they defeated
earlier in the year 5-1.

Oldfriends share
Athlete of the Week
By Sandra B. Carreon
Statesman Associate Sports Editor

Nancy Winkler and Brigid Corr of
the Women's Swim team, in qualifying for the NCAA Championships
and breaking school records in three
events, have been named co-Athletes
of the Week.
Winkler qualified for the NCAAs
in the 200-meter individual medley
with a time of 7:15.1 and the 200meter freestyle with a 1:575 mark.
Her teammate, Corr, qualified for the
nationals with a time of 1:09.1 in the
100-meter breaststroke and a 2:31.1
in the 200-meter breastroke. Both
women also participated in the 200meter medley relay team that set one
of five school records at the
championships.
Winkler and Corr grew up
together as friends and swimmers. At
a young age, both enjoyed membership to a local Long Island Swim
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BIG WIN!
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The Stony Brook Patriots defeated Fordham Wednesday afternoon by the score of 54 for their 14th win against 10 losses. Number-one
seed Will Simonds won his match 3-0. Number-two seed Alex Whitaker (pictured here) also came through with a victory, as did
number-six seed Mark Borer.

Club. After graduating from their
respective high schools, they landed
spots on the University of Tennessee
swim team.
Earlier on in her swimming career,
Winkler was coached by now-Patriot
swim coach Dave Alexander. She
eventually followed him here after a
two-year sabbatical from competitive
action. Winkler then urged Corr to
join her under the watchful tutelage of
Alexander. Corr agreed and in the
process, rekindled an old friendship
and sparked future successes.
Winkler and Corr were the only
two swimmers to make the nationals.
Winkler marvels at the irony of it all
- from friends at a Long Island club,
to teammates at Tennessee, and now
to teammates once again at Stony
Brook. Both have high hopes of
engaging in the Senior Nationals.
Winkler laughs, "We'll see what
happens." Whatever happens, she is
glad to be reunited with an old friend
in a new program.

